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Editorial
So another year comes to an end, (in
terms of producing Flightlines is concerned anyway).
Compared to the last couple of years, 2010 has been a
very good year for us flyers to pursue our airborne
activities. As I write this, we seem to be in the middle
of an ‘Indian Summer’ which should help to make the Winter seem much shorter.
This is also the time of year when the MACI Annual General Meeting
takes place. It will take place on Saturday the 27th of November at the Killeshin
Hotel, Portlaoise at 14.00 hours sharp, (Meal at 18.30 hours). It is important that
all clubs affiliated to MACI are represented at the AGM. This is your opportunity
to influence the future running of MACI, with issues like changes to the
constitution and the election of officers for 2011. Please try to have someone
representing your club at the meeting. Anyone attending the AGM is assured of a
warm welcome, and your views and participation will be appreciated.

I get a number of e-mails asking if the sender is too late to submit articles
for the current editions, so to help with this, the cut off dates for sending in
contributions for the 2011 editions of Flightlines will be as follows:
31st January for the February edition
31st March for the April edition
31st May for the June edition
31st July for the August edition
30th September for the October edition
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who made
contributions to Flightlines over the past year. Here’s to a safe and enjoyable
2011.

Chris Clarke
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Autumn Aerobatic Championships
September 2010
Cork Model Aero Club
Brinny Co. Cork
Saturday September 25th dawned bright and clear, if more than a little
cool. Autumn was definitely in the air as the aerobatic community gathered for
the last competition of the year after a long but rewarding season.
Eleven pilots turned up to fly at the Brinny site of the Cork Model Aero
Club. The site was in excellent condition, the state of the runway being
commented on favourably by all who flew. Well done to Matt Quinn and the
other members of the Cork club for their work.
Six entered
tier 1 of the F3A
competition.
A
further three pilots
entered Tier 2. Jim
Howard decided to
fly in Masters and
your scribe, after a
four-year gap in
competition,
decided to have a
go at this level as
well.
Pilot
briefing at ten was
followed by the
Angus Balfour receives his medallion from Dave Duff
first round of
Masters. It fell to yours truly to get the show on the road but a misjudged landing
and a broken undercarriage would put an end to my flying for the day. Jim
Howard flew his rounds smoothly in any case and was the deserved winner.
Tier 2 of F3A was competitive. Dave King flew well, but the real fight
was between Les Cowpar and Noel Barrett. Les stared the day well, winning the
first two rounds. Noel Barrett, however, is no easy man to beat and he came
storming back in the afternoon, winning both rounds. As the best three out of four
count in went to each of the pilot’s third round. Les won out here and duly
claimed the prize.
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Tier 1 is the premier competition and Angus Balfour ruled the skies. His
smooth, accurate flying was of superb quality taking all four rounds. Of course
Angus has been very successful this year, not only on the Irish scene, but also
internationally making the semi-finals of the European Championships last
month. Well-done Angus.

Dave Duff presents Les Cowpar with his prize

John Martin chased Angus all the way taking second place. Ray Keane
came third with Niall O Sullivan, Brian Carolan and Gordon James also
acquitting themselves well throughout the day.
The weather remained on the cool side all day with a northerly wind
blowing across the line. All were therefore very grateful when master chef Sean
Hourigan fired up the barbecue. Sean, aided by son Jamie(also a club member)
and Philip O Brien fed the hungry masses. Their burgers, assorted biscuits tea and
coffee went down very well indeed.
Dave Duff, aided again by Sean, spent the day on the computer collating
and entering scores, making sure that results were up to date at all times. A
thankless job this, yet without people to take on this task, no competition could
take place.
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All
four
rounds
were
completed by 5.30
and club treasurer
Dave Duff presented
the prizes.
On my own
behalf, and on behalf
of the club I would
like to thank all who
travelled to the event
to fly, to judge, or to
help out in any way.
We look forward to
seeing you all again
next Summer.

All interest is in the final scores

Tier 1
Pilot
Angus Balfour
John Martin
Ray Keane
Niall O Sullivan
Brian Carolan
Gordon James

Round 1
1000
0
844
0
151
796

Round 2
1000
996
931
900
934
833

Round 3
1000
972
919
896
857
863

Round 4
1000
984
931
938
945
876

1000
932

1000
913

971
1000

719
1000

716

817

919

871

1000
1000

1000
0

Tier 2
Les Cowpar
Noel Barrett
Dave King

Masters
Jim Howard
Eoin O Callaghan

Eoin O Callaghan
(Hon. Sec. CMAC)
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VINYL STICKERS
FOR ALL YOUR VINYL STICKER NEEDS, DIE CUT COMPLETE
WITH APPLICATION TAPE, VARIOUS COLOURS.
NO CUTTING REQUIRED.
GET THAT PROFESSIONAL OR SCALE LOOK FOR ALL YOUR
LETTERING OR SHAPES. FULLY FUEL PROOF

John Smith

(mistral)

John Smith

(allegro)

John Smith (brush455)

IRL-6732 (yearbook) IRL-6732 (arial black)
IRL-6732 (zarana) IRL-6732 (stensil)
Over 600 Fonts available.
Spraying masks also cut using ‘ULTRA MASK’ low
tack tinted film which stretches for irregular shaped
surfaces.
EXTREME VALUE:
VALUE

e.g. 2 REG NUMBERS + 2 NAMES = €10incP.P.

Or 4 REG NUMBERS = € 10 inc P.+P.
CONTACT : Dessie Owens IRL-4503
PHONE : 087 2220824
E-MAIL : VINYL@AIMTECHLTD.NET
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IRISH CONTROL LINE CHAMPIONSPHIPS 2010
LAOIS FLYING SITE, PORTLAOIS 20 SEPTEMBER
After several years of good flying conditions, we were greeted with
regular showers and general uncertainty. The wind was moderate most of the time
except in the middle of the Classic. The entry was the best for some years, six in
F2B and four in Classic, and John Molloy (F2B) and Ralph McCarthy (F2B and
Classic) survived very wet and cold conditions to carry out the Judging, which
was much appreciated.

915 Adam Taran, Chris Gilbert, Kevin Barry, Ralph McCarthy,
Maurice Doyle, John Molloy, Stoo Holland, John O'Sullivan.

Flying commenced about 11.00, with two rounds of F2B being flown in
traditionally timely fashion. The rounds were split by a shower, but the rain held
off – just, but it returned when Classic commenced, and it had to be abandoned
after two flights. When the rain began to peter out, it was stormy at first, but the
last two flights were made, and Chris at least had the satisfaction of a full flight to
count.
Adam Tarran, flying one of John Hamilton’s models, which have all gone
to good homes, was a revelation, despite some speeding up in the manoeuvres. He
will no doubt be working on this over the winter. Everyone else except Maurice
had motor or other problems, Peter in particular being caught out on his first
takeoff by the undulations in the site. Kevin managed to plant his Ruffy in Classic
with minimal damage and an undercarriage needing bent forward, one of the
benefits of a bog site.
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Port
Laois
Club
excelled themselves with a
complete and generous circle
of cut grass, with Control Line
able to be flown without
interfering with the Radio
Scale Nationals which was
flown the same weekend.
They seemed to be affected at
least as badly by the rain, and
no doubt the attendant very
bad visibility was more
significant when flying more
than 70 feet from the flier.
Our thanks to them for the use
of this excellent flying site,
and their hospitality and
facilities.

Maurice Doyle

John O'Sullivan and Maurice Doyle reunited with the
Aer Rianta trophy, which was the Free Flight Power
Trophy when they won it in the 60’s and 70’s.

Results
F2B
Flight
Maurice Doyle
Alan Taran
Kevin Barry
Stoo Holland
Peter Bradshaw
Chris Gilbert

1
2002
1855
1625
1557
1617
420

Classic
Stoo Holland
Maurice Doyle
Chris Gilbert
Kevin Barry

914
873
802
502
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2
1943
1934
1737
1692
1535
1527

Total
3945
3789
3362
3249
3152
1947

Placing
1
2
3
4
5
6

914
873
802
502

1
2
3
4

THE BIG ONE - THE SCALE NATIONALS
Saturday18th and Sunday 19th September 2010.
Overall the Summer of 2010 has been kind to Scale enthusiasts, with few
cancellations if any, leaving it down to the Scale Nationals which didn’t fare as
well as it did in previous years from a weather perspective. What we lost in a
downgrading of the weather was gained in a good turnout for all classes, six
entrants to F4C, nine to Clubmans and four in Novice, some fifty seven rounds to
complete in a sky painted grey with brushstrokes of different rain, which varied
from perpetual drizzle to bouts of torrential downpour. This all on a Saturday
morning, which cleared about mid-day, leaving open a gateway for the first flight
of the day by Mick Murphy in Clubmans, and then it rained again, back to the
clubhouse, and a short while later out again and Mick was airborne.
This was the pattern of the day, fly when dry and rest up in rain, and evey
available moment was harnessed by our CD Mr Steve Elster who kept the contest
on rails to complete one round of Clubmans, F4C and two rounds in Novice by
6pm.
The Elster family are a diligent, reliable and resourceful force, and while
Steve ordered us about, his wife Aoife pampered us with hot and delicious
burgers, his daughter Naoimi taking charge of the laptop for number crunching
and score results. Should there be a model aeroplane heaven, then the Elsters will
certainly be there, albeit Aoife and Naoimi might ask the great propeller Lord for
a ticket home.

Steve Q with his Zenoah powered Stearman.
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PC9 prepares for take off. Irish markings by Mark Q

Sunday morning fared no better and rain persisted until late morning, but
which then cleared up with a pleasantly warm breeze from the south west. This
enabled the completion of two further rounds in Clubmans and one in in F4C and
Novice. Flying continued on a constant cycle of back to back flights from late
morning until 5.30 pm, and the week-end was turned around from a potential
washout to a very successful and enjoyable two days of flying
A hearty congratulations to the winners and all pilots who took part, it is
you who make it what it is and should be whatever your score, a truly memorable
two days, an association of like minded souls who pitched their skills against each
other in a kindred spirit, and most importantly enjoyed the two days. The
photographs of pilots taking their prizes from our Judge Walter Reno tell it all, it
was just great, great fun. The way to go.
A word about Walter. An easy going and chatty fellow, gregarious and
generous with his time, and truly scientific in his approach and advice in all
matters relating to aircraft, aero modelling, techniques and practical application.
Walter is without doubt one of our leading Judges, and who has highlighted from
experience shortcomings in the interpretation of rules, and whose
recommendations have been noted with a view to continuing improvements. By
the way, Walter is not averse to the occasional bit of banter and smut, and who on
reading a profane article with the dreaded word shag, duly consulted his
dictionary to conclude this was coarse tobacco.
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A deserved congratulations to Eamonn Keenan who with his superbly
finished Piper Cub took first place in F4C, Gold and a very fine trophy, Steve
Elster who in between his role as CD took second place in Silver with his Battle
of Britain Spitfire and Sam Kirkpatrick who took the Bronze with a very fine
Cessna. All prize winners in all classes also took home prizes of either a model
s t a n d ,
charger,
park flyer
and other
aircraft
a
n
d
accessory
goods.
A
worthy
trophy to a
worthy
pilot, the
S a m
Maguire of
Scale went
to
Mr
Piper Cub by Eamonn on take off.
Kieran
McEvoy who scored to a consistently high standard in Scale competitions
throughout 2010, a trophy well deserved and well earned. Of course it doesn’t
stop there, Kieran took first place in Clubmans with his enduring PC9, and to
polish it all off won a sturdy aluminium case in the competition raffle.
Congratulations to Martin Sweeney who came in second place with his equally
enduring PC9 and to Steve Quigley with his Zenoah powered Stearman.
Our future pool of scale pilots are in the Novice class, a very promising
group of four rising stars, and who flew a varied line of aircraft, Graham Dwyer
with a streamlined Edge in striking black and yellow colours, Pat Marnane a
popular choice in a PC9, Gary Brahon with an imposing Trojan and the well
known Joe O’Sullivan with a very fine Stearman. Graham came first with his
electric powered Edge which cut through the afternoon winds with ease, Pat
second in a fine display, Gary third with a very close score to Pat and Joe
following with a spirited performance. It is always encouraging to know another
team of able pilots who enjoy scale are in and on the way up.
(Photo’s opposite are clockwise; Bronze to Sam in F4C, Silver to Steve in F4C, DC3
Trophy and Gold to Eamonn in F4C, Steve Q with Bronze in Clubmans and centre
Martin grabs the Siver in Clubmans)
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It is customary to say
thanks to all who participated,
helped out and came to the
Nationals, and to name but some,
three cheers to our best CD ever,
all ground helpers, Judges, Aoife
and Naoimi Elster, John Molloy
for the MACI medallions, Denis
Lowry who arranged our signage,
Seamus Foy and Denis for
trimming the runways, Mick
Murphy, Fergus O’Reilly and
others who painted the clubhouse
for this two day competition,
Eamonn Keenan for the safe
Silver Cup and Gold to Kieran in Clubmans
delivery of trophies, Paul Byrne
for his publication of the Scale Nationals and other scale fixtures in the Laois
MAC webpage and to all others whom I should have mentioned and omitted.
Lastly, should there be a gold
medal for work behind the scenes, then
let it be three large gold medallions, the
first and second of which must go to
Steve Quigley and Mark Quigley who
with professional dedication and
expertise judged all F4C aircraft for
static evaluation and this to a high and
international standard. The last gold
medallion without any hesitation must
then go to Finbar Constant, who has
with unfailing punctuality posted on the
MACI webpage all notices, articles and
reminders regarding scale events and
which he has done generously and with
good humour throughout the year. The
Graham takes Gold in Novice
Scale Association and MACI are truly
appreciative of all your support and
work throughout, in what has been a very successful and wonderful year thus far
for scale enthusiasts.
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Scale Nationals - Results

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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THE FEENEY FILES

FLIGHT OF FANCY
GERARD FEENEY GOES UP IN THE WORLD!
In late March 2010 I travelled to the Philippines to meet a potential
partner. Succulent as the personal details of this endeavour are, it’s the
aerodynamic assault course I’m concentrating on here. Speaking as someone who
never travels, and who is frequently a nervous wreck as a front-seat car passenger,
the prospect of journeying solo from Ballybeg to SE Asia was a tad challenging –
to put it mildly.
VIRGIN AIRWAYS
As an airline-travel virgin, I was immediately spooked by the extremely
confined and cramped interior of the Aer Lingus Airbus ‘A320’ at Dublin
Airport. The ‘bus’ bit of its name certainly lived up to the description – it was like
sitting in a coach with wings and very small windows! Although I’m not really
claustrophobic, I do panic somewhat when I feel I’m not in control of a situation,
and the thought of being ‘taken’ by this whopping great flying-machine was an
exercise
in
controlling deepseated anxiety like I
never
attempted
before. I came
extremely close to
getting up and
leaving before they
shut the door! But, I
held on and gritted
my wotsits as we
taxied out through
the dismal Irish
overcast, getting
ready to depart for
Amsterdam.
Not too clear here, but evident in reality, the Boeing 777 wing
displayed noticeable skin variations.
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I got the wing/
engine-view seat I’d
requested and I wasn’t
sure if that was a good
idea or not. I wish I
could have appreciated
the majestic sight of
the slender sweeping
right-hand wing panel
culminating in its antivortex tip, plus the
novelty of almost
seeing
ind ivid ual
molecules in the
paintwork of the RollsRoyce engine, but I
couldn’t. Instead, it
seemed far more
productive to listen to The Boeing 777 lets it all hang out on landing! Some internal
structure becomes visible at this point.
my heart-beat do its
impression of a 1970s
disco baseline and feel the sweat rivulets unrelentingly pour forth from my nowshaking-all-over body. I also tried to breathe, but I didn’t do very much of that ‘til
we had reached cruising altitude.
The ROG engine power appeared to be applied in two stages – first mild
for a brief period, then shortly afterwards gunned to full whack. I initially thought
they’d immediately open the throttles to maximum power when lined-up. The
take-off run didn’t feel that long and we didn’t seem to be going very fast at liftoff. Padraic Cryan had previously reported being ‘pinned’ to airliner seats on take
-off due to thrust, so I was expecting ‘warp-speed’ velocity. That wasn’t my
perception and I kept waiting for greater thrust that never really materialised. Yes,
the full-power engine thrust was indeed remarkable, but not overwhelming.
The first ‘ascent into heaven’ through a thick blanket of clag was surreal.
It was like being in a lift – I could sense movement but there were no visual clues.
Most unusual! The climb-out also felt to be in two stages – first fairly gentle, then
more pronounced. There was very little sensation of speed, just occasional
penetrating pulses of directional change transmitted through my sense of balance.
I felt it in my head but my usually troublesome ears remained okay and didn’t
block up much.
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It didn’t take long to reach cruising altitude and there we all were, sitting
pretty! At this point, I managed to release my vice-grip grasp on the seat-back in
front of me, which I had clung to for dear life on the way up, and I also partially
regained my ability to breathe and speak. I stuttered to two Dutch guys beside me
about the ‘gravity’ of my situation and my intended mission. As the flight
progressed, I almost relaxed as the illusion of being in a groundborne bus became
more prominent. Then reality bit again and I realised where we all were and that
maybe we were all doomed!
LOW COUNTRY
I was surprised at what happened when the 777 engines started –
my window and surrounding panel beAbsolutely no external details were visible
‘til the descent into Schiphol. Then, the cloud gradually broke and groundfeatures of the aquatic and solid terra-firma variety loomed ever-closer in slowmotion. There was a noticeable change of pace and momentum as we did the
‘dirty descent’ routine with the undercarriage, flaps and slats deployed. The plane
felt intermittently unsteady and wobbly. I hoped we wouldn’t tip-stall!
What struck me about that first landing approach, and throughout the
journey, was the apparent lack of an airport to land at! It seemed as if we were
going to alight either in cities or fields until the very last minute. Then, we were
down, smack-bang on the threshold for a smooth contact. I imagined we didn’t
roll that far after touch-down, but the deployed wing waggly bits and reversethrust promoted that illusion.
People
who enjoy exercise
should
sample
Schiphol Airport,
Amsterdam. After
taxiing back for
ages, including over
busy roads, there is
the huge building to
get to grips with.
Cardiovascular
stamina is really put
the test on what
seems like a halfmile dash between
connection points!

Heavy metal at NAIA, Manila.
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I’d survived the short ninety-minute hop from Dublin to Amsterdam in
the Airbus A320 okay. How would the thirteen-hour endurance test ’twixt
Amsterdam and Manila go in the mightily-macho KLM Boeing ‘777’? Did
someone say ‘Deep Vein Thrombosis’?
BOEING, BOEING, GONE!
The 777 fuselage interior was also freaky! Though overall much larger
than the A320, the damn thing was still cramped and confined in one’s ‘personal
space’. Extra rows of seats filled the available volume to capacity and leg-room
was at a premium. ‘Coach Class’? – ‘Cattle Truck Class’ more like!
Despite that, I was in awe of the aircraft’s voluminous internal
dimensions. It was like being in a train, as the passenger-carrying space extended
seemingly to infinity fore and aft. Once more, I had a right-hand window seat,
this time looking out at a much bigger slender swept tapered wing, minus a
winglet, with a massive five-ton Rolls-Royce Trent engine hanging beneath.
gan to audibly vibrate! Perhaps that’s normal with more power, but it was
unnerving after the ultra-smooth Airbus. My first impression of a Boeing longhaul airliner was lukewarm! I hoped that some of the turbofan blades weren’t out
of balance or missing!
After the painfully-extended taxi-out to the take-off point, the throaty,
slightly rough, slightly weird whine of those behemoth engines kicked in once
more in two stages. There was much oomph generated at full revs and we seemed
to rotate after a short ground-run. Once more, the expected ‘stuck-in-the-seat’
effect was less than I had anticipated. The ROG and ascent was similar to what
had gone before, but the plane felt so much ‘bigger’ to be concealed within. A bit
like changing from a small to a large R/C model and feeling the difference.
The thirteen-hour long-haul jaunt from Amsterdam to Manila felt unreal,
anxiety-filled, other-worldly and tedious! As I checked the GPS altitude and
external temperature specs for the umpteenth time, and noticed the ice crystals
accumulating outside the window, I experienced disbelief at being suspended in
relative comfort in a potentially lethal environment. I couldn’t believe I was doing
this! But, at 37,000-feet over Kazakhstan, it’s far too late to turn back.
On the plus-side, I finally sampled airliner meals and eventually had a
bowel movement seven-miles above the earth. My life is truly complete!
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ROUGH DRAUGHTS
The clear-air turbulence was interesting! High over China, this stuff kicked
in and lasted quite a while. The aircraft was shaken laterally, not so much in a
rolling motion as a side-to-side shake. It was as if a giant hand was jerking the
777 from side to side in a flat plane of movement. It did roll too, but not very
much. I could detect no pitch changes at all. Glancing out into the penetrating
azure sky and seeing the fragile-looking wing-tip flex alarming distances up and
down, I hoped that the
main-spars
were
sufficiently strong but
flexible to take the
strain!

Philippine Airlines employ the Airbus A320 as part of their
internal fleet.

Strangely, the ailerons
appeared fixed and
rarely if ever moved,
even in the worst
turbulence. Instead, an
inboard flap waggled
in sympathy to the
turbulence
level
encountered
–
furiously in the rough
stuff and minimally in
the calm air.

The strong sunshine highlighted noticeable waviness and variances in
the wing skin where fixed panels and movable surfaces met. If Boeing’s ‘building
board’ is not 100% straight, then I need not feel so guilty the next time I produce
a slightly askew R/C model structure!
MANILA MANOEUVRES
Baking in tropical sun, Ninoy Aquino International Airport, Manila, is
huge. With two terminals some distance apart, reachable only by taxi in my
allotted time-scale, it is challenging even to the experienced globe-trotter. But,
with a runway over two-miles long, one has no worries of overshooting on
landing or running out of space on take-offs. The main internal carriers are
Philippine Airlines (PAL) and Cebu Pacific. It was a PAL Airbus A320 that took
me on the final SE-bound ninety-minute leg of my journey from Manila in Luzon
to Cagayan De Oro (‘The City of Golden Friendship’) on the north coast of the
large southern island of Mindanao.
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At this stage, nearly twenty-four-hours without sleep, I was remarkably
tuned in. The final short-haul segment was almost familiar, homely – and smooth!
The brilliant sun, spectacular sky, vivid clouds and myriad blue-grey-green
volcanic-peaked islands far beneath were an extraordinary sight! Cruising far
above Bohol with glorious sunlight glinting off the wing and into the fuselage is
something I will never forget for as long as I live.
GOLDEN MOMENTS!
It was all
going so smoothly
‘til
c lo se
to
Cagayan De Oro’s
Lumbia Airport.
Then, suddenly,
during
the
approach, the plane
banked very steeply
at what seemed low
-level. I wondered
how long it’d take
before we spiralled
into the threatening
hills dotted with
huts and palm trees
not that far below?
After a seemingly
long time pivoting
on a wing-tip, we
reassuringly
straightened out
again and before
long had smoothly
Are the Philippines ready for a return visit from Gerard in
touched down at
future? Time will tell!
the city’s obviously
much smaller and
less-well-equipped airport. Such was my relief to get out alive and in one piece
that I commented loudly exiting the plane to the pilot about the ‘hairy’ lastminute turn! He looked puzzled. I don’t think that Tagalog and Co. Roscommon
dialects mix too well!
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Lumbia is also a military base and a few AV-10 ‘Bronco’ aircraft were
parked nearby. Later I saw one of them fly over the city. It seemed smooth and
stable. I had an Airfix model of that aircraft once.
As for the Philippines itself – sensory overload! Unbelievable heat,
odours, traffic chaos, multitudinous crowds, extreme poverty and noticeable
wealth co-existing, friendly people but very Americanised. Mindanao is allegedly
the least safe region in the seven-thousand-island archipelago with ongoing
Christian/Muslim conflict, and where Irish priests were kidnapped, but I found no
evidence of trouble while I was there.
I did try to find R/C model aircraft clubs or shops in Cagayan De Oro, but
without success. Better luck next visit?
LEAVING ON A JET-PLANE…
Returning to the ‘Feeney Zone’ was a reversal of what had gone before.
Despite knowing what to expect, I still felt nervous. I found take-offs and
landings the most worrying and I felt safest at cruising altitude. The ‘cominghome’ long-haul KLM Boeing 777 exhibited similar engine/airframe roughness –
to the extent that I held the window sometimes to stop it rattling. Not confidenceinspiring!
On the way back to Dublin, I tried to buy a model of the Airbus A320 but
failed. I’d asked too late after they’d ‘shut up shop’ and they weren’t prepared to
get that particular model out again. Instead I was offered a stupid little ‘cartoonscale’ aircraft, which strangely they could get out, which I refused. I wasn’t
impressed by Aer Lingus in that area and said so!
The final nocturnal landing in Dublin was memorable by virtue of its
speed and the amount of groundborne reverse-thrust applied. I was back ‘down to
earth’ with a jolt, and it took me a month to re-acclimatise.
As for my potential Filipino partner, well it didn’t go too badly. A return
trip is on the cards when I can afford it. I’d better stock up on Valium and
Jedward MP3 downloads so that I can get more sleep in the air next time!

Gerard Feeney
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Rising Sun Model Flying Club - Cork
Last chance to fly on our field.
Vacancies for 10 members (only)
(February 2011 - February 2012)
Contact D O Flaherty on or before 20-01-2011
021 4891718 087 7714874

------------------------------------------

For Sale
Super Custom SC 60 Engine
Very little used.
€60
Contact D O Flaherty
021 4891718 087 7714874
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National Aerobatic Championships 2010
The August bank holiday weekend was to see the hosting of the “ National
aerobatic championships” by the “ Carron Model Flying Club “ with contestants
arriving to the site on the Friday and getting in a bit of last minute practice prior
to the event.
Pilot numbers were down on last year with two regulars being absent
namely Niall and Angus. Niall was to become a Dad during the event,
congratulation to both of you, hope baby James “Biggles” is introduced to a good
YS in the near future.

The rain has stopped and the 4 strokers ready.

The event was again scheduled for a bank holiday weekend to allow for a
rain day and it looked like it might have been called for as Saturday started off
wet with flying not getting under way until after a Bar B Que lunch.
Tier 1 were first out in very windy conditions with John Martin taking the
1000 points this proving to be very useful as this comp formed part of the team
trial.
Tier 2 followed judged by the now familiar pilot judge system Paul
Houlihan being rewarded for his efforts securing the top spot.
Masters with a visitor pilot David Drummond from the north saw some
very good flying with most people watching as both David and James had the
same score of 411.5 look forward to seeing James flying F3a.
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A second round was flown
taking the pressure off for Sunday.
Gone are the days of Baldonnell
where one could wander around
and see a bit of Control line, Scale,
Heli etc and the general get
together for the evening meal
maybe some day a venue will turn
up that can cope.
Day 2.
Day 2 started promptly with
much better conditions Shane was
to take Tier 1 honours from John
but only just. Paul once again came
out on top in tier 2, as did James in
Masters.
Dave King was to take
control of cooking serving up a
fine array of steaks, chicken and
hot dogs, many thanks to Gordon’s
Mum Sylvia for the salads, sauces
and rolls.

“Master Chef “ Mr. King at the controls.

It was now down to the final rounds run back to back, Masters was a joy to
watch with some quality flying being but in David to emerge as the Victor this
time.
Tier 2 saw no change with Paul again getting the premier score I had to
settle for a 960.80 against it.
Tier 1 very close at the top but John had the comp won at this stage but
was to secure the last 1000 points, Shane only 7 behind.
As is now common place and where time allows a round of the F schedule
is flown, this is open to all pilots but is very complex John again was to win this
one.
Once again I would like to thank all who took part, helped, score kept and
generally made this a very pleasant event in keeping with all events this year. A
special thanks to Gordon our CD, Dave Foley sitting Judge and to Kieth and
Johnny for keeping the site in such good condition.
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“Happy Days, Silverware and all.”
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Final Scores normalised
Tier 1.
Rank
1

Pilot
John Martin

Score
3000.00

2

Shane Robinson

2985.45

3
4

Ray Keane
Brian Carolan

2833.36
2730.96

5

Gordon James

2573.02

Pilot
Paul Houlihan
Leslie Cowpar
Stu Holland
Noel Barrett
David King

Score
3000.00
2815.89
2601.94
2482.38
2331.28

Rank

Pilot

Score

1

David Drummond

3000.00

2

James Murphy

2930.00

3

Paddy Gavin

2221.90

Tier 2.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
Masters.

F3a F-11.
Rank
1

Pilot
John Martin

Score
1000.00

2

Shane Robinson

3

Ray Keane

894.52

4

Paul Houlihan

791.08

5

Gordon James

740.37

939.15

Leslie Cowpar
IRL 2200.
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Tipperary Model Flying Club - Scale Fly-In
Perhaps the last scale fly-in event of 2010 took place on the Tipperary
Model Flying Club site in Littleton on Sunday 3rd Oct. Beautiful sunshine and
moderate south / westerly winds were enjoyed by all and the flying was just great
and incident free.

A selection of models.

Following pilots briefing by Brian, our contest director, flying got
underway at 11 .00 o’clock and continued non-stop until about 4 when we were
interrupted for a short time by the first rain shower of the day.
The line up of models was a record for the Tipp Club and ranged from
Decathlon, Spitfires, Space Walker, Piper Cubs, PC 9s, Magnatilla, Trojan T28,
Pawnee, Sukhoi and far too many others to list, all gracing the sky at some stage
during the day.
The support from the Midland Model Flying Club and the Laois Model
Aero Club (hope I haven’t left out anyone) was very much appreciated and added
greatly to the harmony and craic which was enjoyed by all.
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A special word of thanks to Eamon and Anna who made sure our appetites
was well appeased with some lovely bread rolls, sausages, tea and coffee
throughout the afternoon. Thanks again Anna for keeping the fire going and once
again looking after our visitors and ourselves.
And finally, to the event itself, Scale Fly-in. The large entry, the models
on display and the pilot skills is indicative of the ever increasing popularity of
scale flying in Ireland. Great credit is due to our MACI Scale Secretary, Paul and
his team for their interest and dedication in bringing scale flying to the level it is
at today.

Pat Marnane's Space Walker on approach.

So, onward to 2011. Perhaps this should be an annual event and who
knows; maybe we might see the first Tipperary Scale Championships.

Michael McEvoy
IRL – 709

Photographs: Courtesy of Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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AGM 2010 Constitution change proposals:
Article 14, current wording.
The Council shall meet at least 4 times annually. At least fourteen days notice in writing
together with an agenda shall be given to each Officer and to the Secretary of each
recognised club. All Officers, Club Delegates and other persons entitled to attend council
meetings under Articles 12 and 13 shall be entitled to one vote save in the case of the
Chairman, who in the event of an equality of voting shall have the casting vote. In the
absence of the Chairman, the meeting shall elect from its members present a Chairman
who shall preside for the duration of the meeting. Other persons may attend Council
meetings as observers, guests or advisors at the discretion of the Council but without
voting rights whatsoever.
Proposal:
Remove the figure 4 above and insert the figure 5 to read as follows:
Article 14
The Council shall meet at least 5 times annually. At least fourteen days notice in writing
together with an agenda shall be given to each Officer and to the Secretary of each
recognised club. All Officers, Club Delegates and other persons entitled to attend council
meetings under Articles 12 and 13 shall be entitled to one vote save in the case of the
Chairman, who in the event of an equality of voting shall have the casting vote. In the
absence of the Chairman, the meeting shall elect from its members present a Chairman
who shall preside for the duration of the meeting. Other persons may attend Council
meetings as observers, guests or advisors at the discretion of the Council but without
voting rights whatsoever.
Reason for change:
To achieve better continuity of meetings and reduce the number of items on the agenda
which should result in earlier meeting finishing times.
Proposed by:
Michael McEvoy
Seconded by: Noel O’Meara IRL – 941

IRL – 709

Article 15 current wording.
The quorum for Council meeting shall be six, two of whom must be officers. Any
officer who is absent from two consecutive council meetings without adequate
explanation shall be removed from office at the discretion of the Council, and his
position filled by co-option. Non-attendance at a meeting shall be notified to the Hon
Secretary in writing
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Proposal:
Replace entire content with the following to read as follows:
Article 15
The quorum for a Council meeting shall be six, two of whom must be officers. Any officer
who is absent from two consecutive council meetings, has not submitted an officer’s report
and an adequate explanation of absence, shall not be eligible to put his/her name forward
for this same position at the following Annual General Meeting. Non-attendance at a
meeting shall be notified to the Hon Secretary in writing.
Reason for change:
It is a more favourable way of dealing with the situation.
Proposed by:
Seconded by:

Michael McEvoy
Noel O’Meara

IRL – 709
IRL – 941

-----------------------------------------Article 5 current wording.
Associate membership shall be given to any member who registers with MACI
individually
Proposal:
Extend the paragraph to read as follows:
Article 5
Associate membership shall be given to any member who registers with MACI individually
and has not got reasonable access to an existing MACI registered Model Flying Club.
Reason for change:
To reduce the risk of radio interference should an individual be operating within radio
range of a MACI registered Model Flying Club site.
Proposed by:
Seconded by:

Michael McEvoy
Finbar Constant

IRL - 709
IRL - 569
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Appendix E.1, current reading
1. The event must be held under the auspices of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale
or other world sports controlling body and must have World or European Championship
status.
Propose a change to the following:
1. The event must be held under the auspices of the Federation Aeronautique
Internationale, or other sports controlling body and must have World or European
Championship status with competitors representing various countries.
General Comments: The purpose of this article change is to over come the issue (which has
occurred for the last two years) where by remote control helicopter 3D flying
competition appears not to be recognised under this ruling since they do not fall under the
auspices of the FAI and that they are no guidelines set out to conclusively prove if the
competition is of World or European standard. I am hoping this rule change will also help
clarify the entitlement of funding for other major RC events in the future.
Proposed by:
Seconded by:

Sylvester Lenihan
Philip Hughes
----------------------------------------------

Proposals for changes to the MACI Constitution. Proposed by Finbar Constant (IRL
569), Seconded by Kevin Barry (IRL87)
Amend Article 9 by replacing the 4th sentence currently reading “Officers for the
following year shall be elected.” with the following new sentence:
“Officers due for election shall be elected.”
Amend Article 11 by adding the following two paragraphs after the first paragraph:
The term of office for the Chairman, Honorary President, Secretary General, Treasurer,
and FlightLines Editor shall be two years and for all other officers shall be one year. For
the purpose of continuity, the Hon President, Secretary General and Flightlines Editor shall
be elected on even numbered years and the Chairman and Treasurer on odd numbered
years.

Where an office is vacated, for any reason, in mid term, a replacement shall be
co-opted by the council, or if a co-option is not made before an AGM, a replacement shall
be elected at the next AGM. In either case, the replacement officer will serve the
remainder of the original term.
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As an interim measure, if this proposal is passed, then the 2010 AGM in 2010, will elect a

President, Secretary General and Flightlines Editor for 2 years to 2012 and a
Chairman and Treasurer for 1 year to 2011.
Amend Article 19 by replacing it with the following new article:
All member affiliations to MACI shall be made before the 31st of March each year. Clubs
wishing to re-register as recognised clubs shall also do so before the 31st of March each
year. Clubs or members wishing to affiliate after the 31st March shall be accepted only for
the part of the year remaining to the following 31st March.
The forms, procedures, and instructions for member and club affiliation shall be decided
by the council and such forms shall be available from the Secretary General, Hon
Treasurer or other officer or distributed as the Council decides.
General Comments
The purpose of the first two proposals is to improve continuity in the council and to give
the main officers more than one year as it takes almost a year for a new officer to get to
grips with the tasks. So two year terms overlapping help with both problems.
The third proposal is really only changing the constitution to reflect what has actually
been happening with renewals for many years. The original wording dates back to times
before computer databases where a club needed to inform all the MACI officers of its
membership.
For information purposes, the original wording of Articles 9, 11 and 19 are given below:
Article 9
An Annual General Meeting shall be held once a year. Reports from the officers together
with financial statement of accounts shall be considered. Policy or changes in policy may
be discussed and recommendations made to the incoming Council. Officers for the
following year shall be elected. Affiliation and other fees shall also be set.
Article 11
The officers elected at the AGM shall consist of Chairman, Honorary President, Secretary
General, Treasurer, and FlightLines Editor and up to ten other officers who shall fill such
other positions as decided at the AGM (e.g. Radio Control or Control Line Secretary, PRO
etc.). No one person may fill more than two posts.
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Article 19
All affiliation/registration fees shall be paid to the Hon Treasurer of MACI before 31st
March each year. Clubs wishing to register as recognised clubs shall send their names
together with a list of registering members and the relevant fees to the Hon Treasurer
before 31st March each year. Two duplicate lists shall also be sent, one to the Hon
Secretary of MACI and the other to the FlightLines editor. Clubs or members wishing to
affiliate after the 31st March shall be accepted only for the part of the year remaining to the
following 31st March.
Proposed Finbar Constant (IRL 569), Seconded Kevin Barry (IRL87)

-------------------------------------------COMPETITION REGULATIONS 2009
Original
4.6

RADIO CONTROL HELICOPTER

4.6.1 Radio Control Helicopter contest shall consist of two classes: F3C and European
F3C Sportsman, Novice and Sportsman.
Changed to
4.6.1 Radio Control Helicopter contests may consist of any combination of three classes:
FAI F3C, FAI F3N and MACI F3N Sport
Original
4.6.3 European F3C Sports Helicopter shall be run using the rules and specifications in
F3C Sports Class for the time being. Novice and Sportsman classes will be run under the
current rules of the Heli Challenge Competition.
Changed to
4.6.3 MACI F3N Sports Helicopter shall be run using the rules and specifications
advised to MACI in Article 4.6.4 as flying rules before the start of each season annually.
Additional
4.6.4. This paragraph only sets out the specific detailed differences between FAI F3N
and MACI F3N Sport classes.

Proposed by:
Seconded by:

George Ryan IRL 4435
Noel Campion IRL 5075
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ULSTER CONTROL LINE CHAMPIONSHIPS 2010
TOMMY PATTON PARK
BELFAST - 19th JUNE
For once the weather forecast was good for our competition, warm, sunny
but with a possibility of a bit of a breeze. Unfortunately it started breezy and got
increasingly stronger as the day went on.
Our entry
for F2B was the
best for some
time, with Kevin
Barry travelling
from Cork and
Chris
Gilbert
bringing
along
Adam
Taran
from Dublin, this
was Adams first
visit.

Mitchell
Shaw judged the
F2B competition,
Maurice Doyle, Ralph McCarthy, Adam Taran, Eric Millar,
Ralph
Mitchell Shaw, John Hamilton, Richard O'Brien, Peter Bradshaw, with
McCarthy
Kevin Barry.
judging
the
competition.

Classic

F2B was the first
competition flown, with a fair
breeze affecting everyone’s
flight to some extent, Chris
being caught out on his first
flight, hitting the ground,
breaking the prop and causing
other slight damage. This
finished his involvement in the
competition.

Vintage and Classic Team Racers. Dalesman, Pluto,
Nervensage.
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John and Maurice both posted good scores, with Kevin and Adam scoring
well, Adam showing as a bit of a dark horse with a very competent flight.
The second round started with the wind blowing quite a bit stronger,
John’s, Maurice’s and Kevin’s scores holding up well in such conditions.
The Classic competition was between Maurice flying his U2 and Kevin’s
flying his Ares, Maurice mastering the conditions with apparent ease.
Our thanks to all for coming along, especially those who travelled so far to
make the day worthwhile, and the Judges in particular for their essential
contribution.

F2B Results

Flight 1

Flight 2

Total

Placing

Maurice Doyle

863.0

879.0

1742.0

1

John Hamilton

833.5

888.0

1721.5

2

Kevin Barry

709.5

788.5

1498.0

3

Peter Bradshaw

826.0

532.0

1358.0

4

Adam Taran

713.5

0.0

713.5

5

Chris Gilbert

74.0

0.0

74.0

6

Flight 1

Total

Placing

Maurice Doyle

933.0

933.0

1

Kevin Barry

683.0

683.0

2

CLASSIC Results

Peter Bradshaw.
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Flying at Shankill

Flying at Roundwood

Mick McEvoy's Tucano takes off at the Tipperary MFC Scale Fly-In.

